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The 2D or 3D morphology of sub-nanometer Cu5

and Cu8 clusters changes the mechanism of CO
oxidation†

Estefanı́a Fernández, Mercedes Boronat * and Avelino Corma

The mechanism of the CO oxidation reaction catalysed by planar Cu5, three dimensional (3D) Cu5, and

3D Cu8 clusters is theoretically investigated at the B3PW91/Def2TZVP level. All three clusters are

able to catalyse the reaction with similar activation energies for the rate determining step, about

16–18 kcal mol�1, but with remarkable differences in the reaction mechanism depending on cluster

morphology. Thus, for 3D Cu5 and Cu8 clusters, O2 dissociation is the first step of the mechanism, fol-

lowed by two consecutive CO + O reaction steps, the second one being rate determining. In contrast,

on planar Cu5 the reaction starts with the formation of an OOCO intermediate in what constitutes the

rate determining step. The O–O bond is broken in a second step, releasing the first CO2 and leaving

one bi-coordinately adsorbed O atom which reacts with CO following an Eley–Rideal mechanism with a

low activation energy, in contrast to the higher barriers obtained for this step on 3D clusters.

Introduction

Sub-nanometre metal clusters composed by just a few atoms
have emerged in the last few years as a specific type of
nanomaterials with unexpected and finely tunable properties.
Their molecule-like electronic structure composed by localized
orbitals with discrete energy levels provides them with unfore-
seen catalytic properties, with many applications being already
described for atomically precise Au, Ag, Pd or Pt clusters.1–18

Nowadays, there is increasing interest on the catalytic beha-
viour of cheaper and abundant non-noble metals, like for
instance Cu, and on the possibility of controlling their reactivity
and stability using accurate synthesis procedures leading to a
specific atomicity.

Due to their ability to activate and dissociate molecular O2,
copper catalysts have been applied to oxidation reactions like CO
oxidation or propene epoxidation, with excellent results at the initial
stages of the reaction.19–27 However, the easy oxidation of metallic
Cu0 to cationic Cu+ and Cu2+ always leads to a clear decay in activity
and/or selectivity, revealing that it is necessary to avoid the for-
mation of oxide phases under reaction conditions in order to
maintain the catalytic performance constant. Despite this being a
challenging goal, we demonstrated both theoretically and

experimentally that it is possible to stabilize metallic Cu0 under
oxidizing reaction conditions by adjusting the size and shape of
electrochemically synthesized Cu clusters.28,29 The most stable
isomers of the smallest Cun clusters (n r 5) are planar and exhibit
a resistance to oxidation that may be enough to overcome the
problem. Larger clusters preferentially adopt a three-dimensional
(3D) arrangement that promotes their oxidation in the presence of
O2 leading to very stable and less reactive adsorbed O atoms.
Following this line of research, we recently investigated the mecha-
nism of propene epoxidation on planar and 3D Cu5 clusters, and
confirmed the key role of cluster morphology in the selectivity to the
epoxide.30 Now, we extend this computational work to study the
mechanism of CO oxidation, a prototypical reaction usually
employed to explore the oxidation capabilities of potential catalysts.
Since the key feature behind the different behaviour of the smallest
Cun clusters was traced to their morphology, both the planar and
the 3D isomers of Cu5 are considered, together with a larger 3D Cu8

cluster to clarify the effect of both cluster size and shape on this
reaction. The present study completes the description of CO oxida-
tion on small Cun clusters, including the work by Wang et al.31 on
Cu6 and Cu7, and other studies featuring icosahedral Cu13,32 Cu20

33

and Cu55.34,35

Results and discussion
Adsorption of CO and O2 on Cu5 and Cu8 clusters

The adsorption of one molecule of carbon monoxide was
studied on the two lowest isomers of Cu5 (2D and 3D) and
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Cu8 (Td and D2d) in three possible adsorption modes, classified
by the number of interactions between the carbon atom and the
copper atoms: mono-coordinated on top of one Cu atom
(mono), bi-coordinated on the edge between two copper atoms
(bridge), and on the hollow site of a (111) facet, with the carbon
atom bonded to three Cu atoms (hcp). A mono mode was
obtained as preferential in all cases, with the bi-coordinated
mode being stable only for Cu5 clusters (Fig. 1a). Attempts to
adsorb the CO in hollow sites always ended with the molecule
being moved to another position. From Fig. 1, it can be seen
that the interaction energies are somewhat stronger for Cu5

than for Cu8 clusters, consistent with previous studies,36,37 with
structure 4 of the Cu5-3D isomer being especially stable. In
addition, situations with higher CO coverage were considered
for each cluster. Firstly, structures 10, 12 and 14 (Fig. 1b) were
built with one CO molecule per copper atom in the most stable
mono mode. The corresponding structure for the Cu8-D2d iso-
mer was not stable and evolved into structure 14. Secondly, the
maximum amount of CO molecules that each cluster can
adsorb was investigated, leading to structures 11, 13 and 15.
For planar Cu5 clusters, the addition of more CO molecules
produced a deformation of the cluster to the 3D isomer.

The addition of one CO molecule per copper atom averages
the interaction energy on all available sites, better showing the
overall interaction of the clusters with CO. Hence, the inter-
action is stronger for Cu5-3D clusters, whereas planar Cu5

shows the weakest interaction. The strong interaction of CO
with the 3D isomer of Cu5 can explain the deformation of the
2D isomer to the 3D one with the addition of even more CO
molecules. As to the Cu8-D2d deformation, the very close
energies of the two Cu8 isomers, Td and D2d, allow their easy
transformation into each other. Indeed, their coexistence was
demonstrated experimentally by Lecoultre et al.,38 and there-
fore a general 3D Cu8 cluster without any specific symmetry is
considered from now on in this study. Finally, comparison of
structures 12 and 14 with 13 and 15, respectively, shows that
the addition of more CO molecules halves the average inter-
action energy, meaning that at least the last adsorption is not
thermodynamically favoured.

The bonding of Cun clusters with CO is a result of two main
interactions: the charge transferred from the HOMO of the
molecule to the LUMO of the cluster and the back-bonding
from the HOMO of the cluster to the anti-bonding 2p* LUMO of
the molecule. In addition to the energy of these orbitals, the
strength of the interaction may depend on their shape and
degeneracy, for a more fitting shape produces a better overlap.
Due to all these, it is difficult to assess which property has the
major contribution and determines the interaction. Neverthe-
less, the charge transferences described are favoured when the
HOMO of the cluster is higher and its LUMO is lower in energy,
and it can be seen that the order found for the adsorption
energies (Cu5-3D 4 Cu5 4 Cu8) does indeed correlate qualita-
tively with the HOMO–LUMO gap found for these orbitals
(Fig. 2). Indeed, the very stable structure 4 found for Cu5-3D
can be traced to the particular shape of the LUMO of the
cluster: it has a large lobe at this adsorption site, so that the

overlap with the HOMO of the CO molecule is larger and the
interaction is enhanced.

The interaction of O2 with Cun clusters was thoroughly
investigated in previous work.28 The most stable systems

Fig. 1 Optimized structures for the adsorption of (a) one CO molecule
and (b) more than one CO molecule in Cun clusters. Adsorption Gibbs
energies in kcal mol�1 are indicated in parenthesis, averaged in the case of
more than one CO. Values in brackets are calculated with respect to the
most stable isomer per cluster size (Cu5 planar and Cu8-Td).
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obtained for O2 adsorbed on planar Cu5, 3D Cu5, and 3D Cu8

clusters are structures Cu5–O2, 3D-Cu5–O2 and Cu8–O2 in
Fig. 3–5, respectively, and their corresponding adsorption
Gibbs energies are �25.0, �18.5 (�10.7 with respect to the
planar isomer) and �3.3 kcal mol�1. Therefore, for planar Cu5

the interaction of the clusters with O2 is always stronger than
with CO, whereas for 3D Cu5 they are similar, and for Cu8 the
interaction is similarly weak. With this in mind, we considered
the co-adsorption of a CO molecule on the structures with O2

already adsorbed just mentioned (Fig. 3–5). In addition, since
the dissociation of O2 on the 3D Cu5 and Cu8 clusters is easy
(free activation energies of 15.8 and 14.9 kcal mol�1,
respectively),28 the reaction mechanism starting with CO

adsorbed on a cluster with pre-dissociated O2, i.e. with
two oxygen atoms, was also studied. For planar Cu5, however,
the large Gibbs energy barrier involved in O2 dissociation
(40.1 kcal mol�1) makes the reaction of CO with pre-
dissociated O2 unlikely and therefore it was not explored. On
the other hand, several Langmuir–Hinshelwood (LH) or Eley–
Rideal (ER) mechanisms can be stated for each system depend-
ing on whether the reactants are previously adsorbed (LH) or

Fig. 2 Stability (in eV) and composition of the highest occupied (HOMO)
and lowest unoccupied (LUMO) molecular orbitals of Cun clusters (n = 5,
8) calculated at the B3PW91/6-311+G(d,p) level. HOMO–LUMO gap
energy values are indicated with double ended arrows (in eV). Isosurface
contour value: 0.03 e� Å�3.

Fig. 3 Mechanism of CO oxidation by molecular O2 on planar Cu5,
corresponding to the first (a) and the second (b and c) part of the catalytic
cycle, respectively. Relative Gibbs energies (in kcal mol�1) with respect to
separate planar Cu5 + O2 + 2CO given in parenthesis. Cu in orange, C in
amber, O in red. Energy profile in Fig. S1 (ESI†).
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one of them is not (ER). All these possibilities were computed
and are described in detail below.

CO oxidation by molecular O2 on planar Cu5

Attempts to obtain an ER pathway from structure Cu5–O2, i.e.
with the CO molecule coming from the gas phase, did not
succeed. The reason is the low degree of activation of molecular
O2 in Cu5–O2, which makes the ER mechanism unlikely and
explains the CO moving away or adsorbing on the cluster
during the optimizations (Fig. 3a).

In structure 16, the CO molecule adsorbs on the same
copper atom where the oxygen is bonded with a very small
adsorption energy. The approaching of CO to the O2 molecule
produces the breaking of one of the bonds that attached the
latter to the cluster, which can be seen at the imaginary
frequency of �100 cm�1 that characterizes transition state 17,
and ultimately leads to intermediate 18, where both molecules
are mono-coordinated to copper and closer to each other. This
first step has an activation energy of 9.2 kcal mol�1. The free
oxygen atom of the O2 molecule binds then to the close carbon

Fig. 4 Mechanism of CO oxidation by molecular O2 on 3D Cu5. (a–d) and (e–g) correspond to the first and second parts of the catalytic cycle,
respectively. Relative Gibbs energies (in kcal mol�1) with respect to separate planar Cu5 + O2 + 2CO given in parenthesis. Cu in orange, C in amber, O in
red. Energy profile in Fig. S2 (ESI†).
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atom of the CO molecule in a process that requires another
8.4 kcal mol�1 (TS 19) and produces the OOCO species 20 as an
intermediate.

From here, the dissociation of the oxygen molecule through
TS 21 is easy, leading to the formation of a CO2 molecule with
an activation energy of only 4.7 kcal mol�1 in a very exothermic
process (DGreac = �72.0 kcal mol�1) and leaving the cluster with
an oxygen atom adsorbed in an edge mode, as can be seen in
products 22 and 23. In order to close the catalytic cycle, the
reaction of structure 23 with a second CO molecule was studied

(Fig. 3b). Its adsorption on the site close to the oxygen atom
produces structure 24, with an oxygen atom within the cluster,
almost separating one copper atom from the rest. This type of
oxidized structure has also been reported for planar Cu6.31

From 24, the reaction would imply a 40.8 kcal mol�1 barrier
and a thermodynamically unfavoured product where the cluster
is broken into planar rhombic Cu4 + Cu1, which are bridged by
the CO2 formed (structure 26). The Cu5 cluster can be recovered
with a barrier of 15.8 kcal mol�1 (structure 27) and produces an
unfavourably adsorbed bent CO2 that readily desorbs (structure

Fig. 5 Mechanism of CO oxidation by molecular O2 on 3D Cu8. (a–c) and (d–g) correspond to the first and second parts of the catalytic cycle,
respectively. Relative Gibbs energies (in kcal mol�1) with respect to separate Cu8-Td + O2 + 2CO given in parenthesis. Cu in orange, C in amber, O in red.
Energy profile in Fig. S4 (ESI†).
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28). Fig. 3c shows instead a much more favourable ER mecha-
nism. Indeed, the direct reaction of atomic O with gas-phase
CO through TS 29 requires only 9.8 kcal mol�1 of energy. The
CO2 produced is adsorbed through one of the oxygen atoms in a
bi-coordinated mode (structure 30), but it is more stable mono-
coordinated (structure 31) and also desorbs favourably, leaving
the planar cluster naked again. Therefore, catalysis of the CO
oxidation by O2 on planar Cu5 clusters is possible. It is found
that CO, much like water,29 facilitates the dissociation of O2,
lowering the energy from the high 40.1 kcal mol�1 of the
monomolecular reaction to the 4.7 kcal mol�1 of step 20-[21]-
22. More importantly, although the O2 molecule readily dis-
sociates producing CO2, the remaining O atom on an edge
reacts easily as well. However, the adsorption of CO in this
structure is strong (28.1 kcal mol�1) and leads to a stable
oxidized structure (24) that can deactivate the catalyst.

CO oxidation by molecular O2 on 3D Cu5

The individual steps for the LH path on 3D Cu5 (Fig. 4a) are
similar to those on planar Cu5 (Fig. 3a), first producing an
OOCO intermediate to subsequently break its O–O bond. How-
ever, the reactions take place in the h-111 facet of the 3D cluster
as opposed to the edge of the planar Cu5.

Indeed, although we initially started from structure 3D-Cu5–O2,
the first step of the reaction led to structure 36, where the OOCO
intermediate is bent in order to occupy this h-111 facet (Fig. 4a).
Consequently and in line with the previous O2 dissociation studied,
we also included structure 3D-Cu5–O2-h in this study, which gave
rise to two LH mechanisms (Fig. 4b and c). CO can adsorb on
structure 3D-Cu5–O2-h in two different sites near the O2 molecule
with similar adsorption energies, leading to structures 34 and 40.
Then, activation energies of 14.0 and 20.5 kcal mol�1, respectively,
are obtained to produce intermediate OOCO species 36 and 42.
Finally, the dissociation of the O2 molecule producing CO2 through
the corresponding TSs 37 and 43 involve barriers of 15.3 and
5.5 kcal mol�1, respectively. The CO2 formed in the second LH
case (Fig. 4c) is first stabilized in a bent geometry, with each oxygen
bonded to a Cu atom and the carbon establishing three bonds with
the copper atoms nearby (structure 44). A similar structure involving
a CO2 adsorbed in a bent position has already been reported for
copper clusters of 7 and 13 atoms.39 It can evolve to the same more
stable mono-coordinated mode that is directly obtained in the first
LH case (Fig. 4b, structure 38), and again it desorbs a bit favourably,
easily leaving the cluster with an oxygen atom adsorbed in an hcp
facet (structure 39).

Again, no ER mechanism was found for O2 adsorbed in a
bridge mode in structure 3D-Cu5–O2, whereas from structure
3D-Cu5–O2-h a direct mechanism involving a somewhat higher
barrier (22.5 kcal mol�1) was found (Fig. 4d). Through TS 45,
where the CO molecule coordinates through its oxygen atom to
the cluster, the formation of CO2 occurs, but also the deforma-
tion of the cluster again into its planar isomer occurs, with an
oxygen atom adsorbed in an edge mode, i.e. the same structure
23 that was found in the LH case for planar Cu5. As a result, in
this case the cycle is closed through the path shown in Fig. 3c,
with a 9.8 kcal mol�1 barrier only. For the other two paths,

however, the possible LH and ER mechanisms from structure
39 must be considered. Adsorption of CO on the site with the
highest coordination produces structure 24 again, from which
the reaction is unlikely (Fig. 4f and Fig. S2, ESI†). The adsorp-
tion on the less coordinated Cu produces structure 46,
9.5 kcal mol�1 higher in energy than 24, which requires
26.7 kcal mol�1 of energy to produce a bent CO2 (Fig. 4e). As
in the other cases where a bent CO2 was obtained, it can evolve
to a more stable mono-coordinated mode (structure 50) and in
this case desorbs with a very small energy cost of
0.8 kcal mol�1. In contrast, the direct ER pathway requires
18.9 kcal mol�1 of energy to produce the same structure 50 with
CO2 in a mono mode through TS 49 (Fig. 4g).

To sum up, for 3D Cu5 it is found that the CO + O2 (LH)
reaction competes with the O2 dissociation, with individual
steps in the 14–20 kcal mol�1 range (vs. 15.8 kcal mol�1 for
monomolecular O2 dissociation). The ER mechanism is also
possible with a slightly higher activation energy
(22.5 kcal mol�1), and it produces again the planar cluster
whose bi-coordinated O atom reacts easily (9.8 kcal mol�1), but
on which the adsorption of CO may deactivate the catalyst. The
easier LH paths mentioned leave the cluster with a three-
coordinated O atom that requires almost twice as much energy
to react with CO (18.9 kcal mol�1), and it does so also through
an ER mechanism. The possible deactivation in the second part
of the cycle for both isomers seems to be caused by the
increased adsorption energy of CO at the more oxidized clusters
and by the stability of the resulting structures 24 and 46. In this
situation, more CO molecules may adsorb on the cluster, and
such adsorption may draw the O atom closer to one of them,
decreasing the energy barrier required for them to react.
Indeed, it was found that the addition of more CO molecules
is thermodynamically favoured and decreases the activation
energy for both isomers, from 40.8 to 21.7 kcal mol�1 in planar
Cu5 and from 26.7 to 9.7 kcal mol�1 in 3D Cu5 (Fig. S3, ESI†).
Consequently, deactivation of the catalyst from structures such
as 24 and 46 is not definitive and it may not be an issue. Notice,
however, that structure S5 recovers a 3D Cu5 geometry instead
of a planar one, driven by the CO molecule remaining. Thus, as
observed in the adsorption section, the presence of a higher
concentration of CO may favour the 3D isomer of Cu5 over the
planar one.

CO oxidation by molecular O2 on 3D Cu8

Again, as depicted in Fig. 5, the reaction mechanisms found are
similar to those obtained for the Cu5 clusters, with a few
exceptions. Firstly, in the path shown in Fig. 5b, the OOCO
intermediate is stabilized on a (100) facet (structure 58) which
is not possible in Cu5. We find again a somewhat higher
activation on this mode with respect to that on a (111) facet
(the O–O bond distance increases from 1.44 Å in structure 53 to
1.46 Å in 58) and a lower activation energy for the O–O bond
breaking steps (5.6 vs. 18.0 kcal mol�1). However, in those
minima the O2 is equally three-coordinated, and this difference
in the activation energies seems to be caused by the increased
stabilization of the OOCO intermediate on the (111) facet,
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structure 53, with respect to structure 58. The reason is prob-
ably that the C atom is three-coordinated instead of tetra-
coordinated and can preserve a double-bond nature in the C–
O interaction with the uncoordinated O atom. Regarding the
ER path, we find that it is again a bit higher in energy with
respect to LH mechanisms (19.9 vs. 18.0/8.8 kcal mol�1),
although it is a bit lower compared to the ER pathway of 3D
Cu5, consistent with the more activated O2 molecule in struc-
ture Cu8–O2. To close the cycle, the ER path is very similar to
the one on 3D Cu5 but with the CO coordinating with its O, and
the activation energy is also similar, 18.6 kcal mol�1 (Fig. 5g),
showing that the three-coordinated O atom is equally stable on
3D Cu5 and Cu8. However, the barriers for the LH paths for Cu8

are lower than those for the ER mechanism and consequently
lower than those for the LH paths of 3D Cu5 (16.4/17.5 vs.
26.7 kcal mol�1). The latter is likely due to the fact that 3D Cu5

stabilizes CO in a position at which it is much more separated
from the O atom. As seen before, adding two more CO mole-
cules to structure 46, thus forcing the former CO to move
closer, decreases the energy barrier to 9.6 kcal mol�1 (Fig. S3,
ESI†). Altogether, we find that the bimolecular reaction
between adsorbed O2 and CO is possible for the three clusters.
No ER mechanism was found on planar Cu5, possibly because
the lower activation of the O2 molecule renders it costly. In
contrast, barriers within the LH and ER pathways are compar-
able for 3D Cu5 and Cu8, still being slightly lower for LH
mechanisms. Moreover, the activation energy for the ER reac-
tion is a bit lower for Cu8, consistent with the O2 molecule
being more activated at it. Then, removing the O atom from the
clusters to close the cycle is easiest for the edge-stabilized O
atoms on planar Cu5, whereas on Cu8 and 3D Cu5 it requires
twice as much energy. For both Cu5 isomers, the ER pathway is
preferred for this last step, whereas for Cu8 the LH path is
slightly easier. The rate-determining step for planar Cu5 is the
formation of the first CO2, more specifically the formation of
the OOCO intermediate, whereas for 3D Cu5 and Cu8 the two
parts of the cycle have comparable barriers.

CO oxidation by dissociated O2 on 3D Cu5 (Cu5(O)2)

As depicted in Fig. 6, adsorption of the CO molecule at two of
the three inequivalent sites close to the O atoms of structure
Cu5(O)2, which comes from the dissociation of O2 on 3D Cu5,
deforms the cluster into a structure similar to 24 with an
additional O atom adsorbed on an edge (structure 76). From
this intermediate, the reaction follows a similarly costly path
towards CO2 formation (Fig. 6a). For the third one, at the Cu
atom coordinated to both O atoms, the cluster deforms again,
but to adopt the more stable geometry already seen after the
dissociation of O2 in the planar cluster (structure 81).
From here, the formation of CO2 requires 15.7 kcal mol�1 of
energy and produces through TS 82 the molecule in a bent
geometry on a (111) facet again (structure 83). As before, the
molecule is more stable mono-coordinated and deforms back
to 3D Cu5 (structure 36), hence desorbing a bit favourably
(�0.9 kcal mol�1).

Regarding ER pathways, regardless of whether the CO reacts
with the O in the edge position (TS 84) or with the three-
coordinated one (TS 86), the cluster ends accommodating the
resulting CO2 in a bi-coordinated adsorption mode on an edge
(structure 85). However, the difference between the two O
atoms is observed in TS structures 84 and 86 and in their
corresponding activation energies, 7.1 kcal mol�1 lower for the
one with the less stable O atom adsorbed on the edge (Fig. 6c
and d). Desorption of CO2 produces always the 3D Cu5 cluster
with a three-coordinated O atom seen before (structure 39), and
therefore closing the cycle would be accomplished via the path
shown in Fig. 4e–g.

To summarize, there is not a big difference between LH and
ER barriers for the reaction of CO with atomic oxygen when
there is one or two O atoms, although the barrier for the 81-[82]-
83 LH path is noticeably lower (vs. the 46-[47]-48 path in Fig. 4),
probably due to the reactants being closer. Besides, these
[(O)O� � �CO]a ER barriers suggest that removing the first O
atom from Cu5 is somewhat easier than removing the second
one ([O� � �CO]a) due to one of them being only bi-coordinated.
However, since structure Cu5(O)2 easily evolves to a cluster with

Fig. 6 Mechanism of CO oxidation by dissociated O2 on 3D Cu5. Relative
Gibbs energies (in kcal mol�1) with respect to separate planar Cu5 + O2 +
2CO given in parenthesis. Cu in orange, C in amber, O in red. Energy
profile in Fig. S5 (ESI†).
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three-coordinated O atoms that react more difficultly, this
difference may not be observable. Finally, the cluster may suffer
deactivation due to the formation of structure 76 but, again, it
was found that barriers decrease if a second CO molecule is
adsorbed (Fig. S6, ESI†).

CO oxidation by dissociated O2 on 3D Cu8 (Cu8(O)2)

In structure Cu8(O)2 in Fig. 7 there are two inequivalent
adsorption sites close to the O atoms that lead to structures
87 and 91 and their respective LH paths, which involve similar
barriers of 4.7 and 3.9 kcal mol�1 to produce the first CO2. The
latter is in a bent position over a (111) facet (structures 89 and
93) prior to its favourable desorption. These barriers are
significantly lower than the ones found in the previous section,

even for the second part of the cycle with atomic O. The ER path
involves a much higher barrier of 21.5 kcal mol�1, again
showing that the three-coordinated O atoms are as stable as
those on Cu5 3D (Fig. 6d), with the 2.5 kcal mol�1 activation
energy increase being likely due to the more linear O–Cu–O
stable bond formed in structure Cu8(O)2, which is not as good
in structure Cu5(O)2.

After CO2 desorption, the cluster remains in the geometry
observed in Cu8(O)2 (structure 90), instead of recovering struc-
ture 61, and therefore the closing of the cycle was also studied
from structure 90. However, the adsorption of a CO molecule
close to the O atom leads to structures 65 and 69 found
previously (Fig. 5d and e), and the ER path found has a
18.0 kcal mol�1 activation energy (Fig. 7f), very similar to what
was obtained from structure 61 (19.9 kcal mol�1, Fig. 5g).

O2 dissociation in the presence of co-adsorbed CO

For 3D Cu5 and Cu8 clusters, the bimolecular reaction with CO
competes with the monomolecular O2 dissociation. The differ-
ences are not large and might be compensated by the adsorp-
tion of CO, which is larger for 3D Cu5 and may induce the
bimolecular reaction. However, calculating the dissociation of
O2 in the presence of one co-adsorbed CO molecule yields
barriers somewhat lower than the lone monomolecular disso-
ciation for the most stable adsorptions (Fig. 8), thus supporting
the monomolecular O2 dissociation as the first step of the
mechanism. These results are thus consistent with the work
of Wang et al.31 on Cu6 and Cu7 clusters, where the best paths
show transition states where the CO molecule stays far from O2

and practically does not participate in the rupture of the
O–O bond.

Note that although the authors start the study with the most
stable planar Cu6 isomer, O2 adsorption deforms the cluster
into a 3D structure upon which the molecule adsorbs in an
h-111 mode. This deformation into 3D morphology was also
observed in our first study28 and explains the resulting simi-
larity between Cu6 and 3D Cu5, Cu7 and Cu8 in the first part of
the catalytic CO oxidation cycle. Given that O2 dissociation is
increasingly favoured with increasing size, it is coherent that
larger particles also favour the initial O2 dissociation over the
LH bimolecular reaction with CO.32–35 This is consistent with
our previous statement that morphology brings the more sig-
nificant changes and the results on Cu5–8 clusters show that the
differential reactivity is rapidly lost with increasing size as soon
as the h-111 and h-100 facets become available. Indeed, the
available reports on larger particles show that the second part
of the cycle occurs via a LH mechanism in which the rate
determining step is the O + CO reaction, which means that the
whole reaction for Cu8 is already qualitatively equivalent to that
of larger clusters, namely, Cu13,32 Cu20

33 and Cu55.34,35

Therefore, our calculations indicate that for both 3D Cu5

and Cu8 clusters the predominant mechanism starts with the
monomolecular dissociation of O2 (11.7 and 13.7 kcal mol�1 of
activation energies, respectively), followed by the LH step of the
formation of the first CO2 molecule (15.7 and 4.7 kcal mol�1),
and finally by the formation of the second CO2 molecule

Fig. 7 Mechanism for CO oxidation by dissociated O2 on 3D Cu8. Relative
Gibbs energies (in kcal mol�1) with respect to separate Cu8-Td + O2 + 2CO
given in parenthesis. Cu in orange, C in amber, O in red. Energy profile in
Fig. S7 (ESI†).
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(18.9 and 16.4 kcal mol�1), with the difference that the latter is
a LH step for Cu8, because, as mentioned, the CO is closer to
the O atom than for 3D Cu5, for which the ER step has a lower
barrier (Fig. 9).

Note that the data presented suggest that planar clusters
may only keep their geometry if the concentration or partial
pressure of CO is low during the reaction. Otherwise, they are
likely to deform into 3D clusters. However, the results also
indicate that the latter will only be slightly worse for the
catalysis of CO oxidation: for planar clusters the formation of
the OOCO intermediate will be the rate determining step of the
reaction (16.5 kcal mol�1), whereas for 3D clusters the predo-
minant mechanism just mentioned has an activation energy for
the rate determining step of 18.9 kcal mol�1. Furthermore, the
presence of a higher concentration of CO may avoid the
deactivation of Cu5 clusters due to structures with the O atoms
between copper atoms because the CO molecules get closer to
the latter facilitating their reaction. Besides, according to the
predominant mechanism, Cu8 would represent a similar or
even slightly better candidate (a rate determining step barrier of
16.4 kcal mol�1), but the predominance of the path is lower (the
highest activation energy of other paths that contribute is
18.0 kcal mol�1). More importantly, according to the easier
oxidation and larger resistance to reduction observed for the
Cu8 sample in our previous work,29 it is likely to oxidize to a
larger extent than considered in these calculations due to, for

instance, subsequent oxidation reactions at other available
facets of the Cu8 cluster. To determine whether such oxidation
would be enough to deactivate the catalyst would require
further study, because small Cu12Ox oxidized clusters have
recently shown enhanced catalytic activity in the C–H oxidation
of methyl aromatic compounds, for instance,40 and another
study reports that partially oxidized icosahedral Cu55(O)40 does
not lose its catalytic activity towards CO oxidation, suggesting
that it may not deactivate even when fully oxidized.35

Experimental

All calculations in this work are based on density functional
theory (DFT) and were carried out using the Gaussian 09
program package.41 The B3PW91 functional was employed,
which combines the PW91 correlation functional by Perdew
and Wang with Becke’s hybrid three-parameter exchange
functional.42–44 Since the Def2TZVP45,46 basis set shows a very
good performance at an affordable cost for Cu,28 it was used for
Cu atoms, whereas the standard 6-311+G(d,p) basis set by Pople
was employed for the rest.47 Regarding multiplicity, Cu5 struc-
tures, guided by previous studies,28,29,36,37 were always calcu-
lated as doublet states, whereas for Cu8 structures triplet states
were explored, in all cases becoming more unstable than their
singlet counterparts. The default unrestricted formalism of
Gaussian was automatically applied for structures with multi-
plicities higher than singlet. In all cases, the positions of all
atoms in each system were fully optimized without any restric-
tion, and all stationary points were characterized by pertinent
frequency analysis calculations. Transition states were

Fig. 8 Optimized structures for the monomolecular dissociation of O2

with co-adsorbed CO in (a) 3D Cu5 and (b) Cu8. Relative Gibbs energies
with respect to separate planar Cu5 + O2 + 2CO and Cu8 + O2 + 2CO,
respectively, given in parenthesis in kcal mol�1. Cu in orange, C in amber,
O in red. The cluster was fixed during optimization of structure 99, as it
otherwise evolved to 100.

Fig. 9 Energy profile of the best mechanisms found for the catalytic CO
oxidation by planar Cu5, 3D Cu5 and 3D Cu8 clusters. Dashed lines
correspond to ER paths. Key transition states indicated by vertical lines.
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determined through potential energy surface (PES) scans along
with the subsequent optimizations and vibrational frequency
calculations. Atomic charges and molecular orbital distribu-
tions were calculated using the natural bond orbital (NBO)
approach.48

Conclusions

All clusters investigated, namely, planar Cu5, 3D Cu5 and 3D Cu8,
are able to catalyze the CO oxidation reaction. The highest activation
energy among the steps of the lowest energy pathway is similar for
the three of them and is about 16–18 kcal mol�1. There are,
however, clear differences in the reaction mechanism associated
to cluster morphology rather than to cluster size.

On the two 3D clusters, Cu5 and Cu8, the O2 molecule dissociates
first, even in the presence of adsorbed CO, and then two CO
molecules react with the resulting O atoms. LH mechanisms are
favoured on Cu8 for both CO + O steps, with the first being
significantly easier. On 3D Cu5, a LH mechanism is still preferential
for the first CO + O step, although with a higher activation energy
due to the molecule being far from the O atom, but for the second
the ER mechanism is a bit easier. In both of them, the second CO +
O step is the rate determining step. In contrast, planar Cu5 did not
catalyse O2 dissociation well, and thus the reaction proceeds
through formation of an OOCO intermediate, whose O–O bond is
broken in a second step releasing the first CO2 and leaving one
adsorbed O atom. The latter is bi-coordinately adsorbed, which
lowers the activation energy needed for the final CO + O ER step. As
a result, the rate determining step of the reaction is the formation of
the OOCO intermediate.

Planar Cu5 seems to be prone to deformation towards 3D Cu5

with a high pressure of CO, but such an effect would not diminish
the catalytic activity of Cu5 clusters. In some cases, however,
structures where an O atom gets inserted into the Cu5 cluster
structure have been obtained, for which further reaction gets
complicated, increasing the activation energy of some steps. Never-
theless, the presence of other CO molecules has proven to be
enough to put the O atom nearer to a CO and recover low barriers.
On the other hand, subsequent oxidation reactions at other avail-
able facets of the Cu8 cluster are likely to oxidize Cu8 to a larger
extent, possibly diminishing its catalytic activity.

The results obtained are consistent with previous reports on
copper particles of different sizes and at the same time provide
a more complete account of the behaviour of the smallest
copper clusters, showing again that presenting a planar or a
3D morphology produces the most significant changes to the
catalytic behaviour of these subnanometric systems, even
though it does not translate into a substantial difference in
catalytic activity in this specific reaction.
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